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OCT. 4 UPDATE: SECOND ANGELINK PROGRAM
AngeLink is giving away $1,000 Emergency Relief Grants to individuals,
families and small businesses who’ve been devastated by Hurricane
Ian. Those affected can go to www.AngeLink.com to apply for an Angel
Grant and set up a fundraiser to raise money for disaster relief, temporary
housing and emergency funds. See attached for more details and
additional ways to connect to CustomerLove@AngeLink.com and
(239) 673-0650.

ANGELINK CROWDFUNDING PROVIDES IMMEDIATE RESOURCE
FOR REBUILDING FROM HURRICANE IAN’S DAMAGE
Naples-Headquartered Company Has Started Hurricane Ian Relief Fund to
Help Local Families, Friends, Neighborhoods, and Cities
NAPLES, Fl. (Sept. 30, 2022) - AngeLink has started HURRICANE IAN RELIEF FUND
crowdfunding to immediately help the thousands of people impacted by the devastating
storm. AngeLink is a female-powered social crowdfunding platform developed to serve a
global community for women seeking trusted fundraising.
WHAT: The HURRICANE IAN RELIEF FUND is accessible now for local Floridians
who are experiencing damage to homes and property, have food and health needs, and
otherwise need financial assistance resulting from this tremendously powerful storm. As
the storm expands, so can access to the AngeLink crowdfunding across all other states
impacted by the hurricane.
WHY: While we wait for local and state funds, local Floridians – especially in the Tampa,
Naples, Fort Myers area – can immediately take control through contributions for more

immediate support or to provide gap funding until state and federal funds can be
disbursed. The sooner the funds can be deployed, the sooner we can build back.
Destruction to personal property and costs related to injury or death may not be
covered by insurance and AngeLink is providing this crowdfunding resource to help
families, friends, neighborhoods, and cities. AngeLink is headquartered in Naples and
understands this difficult reality firsthand with staff affected directly.
WHERE: Go to HURRICANE IAN RELIEF FUND to help yourself, your friends, and
your neighbors. Alternately, you can start your own campaign and we will help you
reach out to your community, friends, and family for as much support as possible.
AngeLink employs a process to ensure the security and trust of all users -- individuals
and communities -- with no platform fee. It’s important that those seeking support have
the confidence that a resource is trusted. Historically, opportunists emerge at times of
disaster who are irresponsible with managing aid; we vet our users and ensure a safe
and secure process for relief funds. We were founded with the goal of providing support
and solutions for catastrophic events such as Hurricane Ian.
“We encourage individuals, families, companies – even visitors to Florida – to access this
tool for rebuilding and potentially saving lives,” said AngeLink Founder and CEO Gerry
Poirier. “We literally do feel your pain as we are in the very center of this storm. We are
powered by strong women who care for all. AngeLink is Fundraising with Love.”
About AngeLink.
Headquartered in Naples, Florida, AngeLink was founded by Gerry Poirier, a 25-year
finance executive, to provide a solution for gender-based economic disparity by
reimagining crowdfunding for local, global, personal, and professional campaigns.
Backed by eight pending-patents and currently increasing users at an annual compound
growth rate of 600%, AngeLink’s technology is designed to accelerate the speed and
success of fundraising for individuals and communities to support healthcare,
emergencies, natural disasters, small businesses, and charities. With an innovative and
trusted platform powered by women, AngeLink is democratizing social crowdfunding
through technology. Follow us on Insta LinkedIn Twitter FB YouTube and download
the AngeLink app.
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